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Extravagantly Visionary Leadership

The Irelands and Sister Antonia McHugh

Jane Lamm Carroll

“It is the aim of those in charge to make this college the best and highest 
of its kind in the Northwest.”1

“When I think of Mother Antonia, I think of strength and firmness, and 
the authority of her presence. I think she invented vigor. She held up to 
us an example of invincibility—that is if you really made up your mind 
to do it, you could conquer—you could win.”2

“The College is unwilling to grant her degrees to mere bridge-players or 
mere bookworms—both of whom may be spendthrifts of their inheri-
tance; she would keep her reward for what she aims to ensure, the devel-
opment of the happy, energetic, richly educated and therefore resource-
ful girls—ready, capable, glad to serve, with the strength and beauty of 
Catholic womanhood.”3

Many Catholic women religious in the United States have long histories of 
educating girls and young women, and their experience in running female 
academies for generations in the nineteenth century laid the intellectual 
and practical foundations for the later successful conduct of their women’s 
colleges.4 According to Karen Kennelly:

Virtually every congregation that established colleges during the pioneer 
period from 1890 to 1920 had by that time one—and often two or three—
generations of members who had taught in academies. The academy curricula 
offered by sister-faculty had expanded during the late nineteenth-century as 
sisters recognized changing expectations for women and adapted classical 
structures many had brought with them from European convent schools. Such 
experience was antecedent to the scholarly seriousness necessary for the devel-
opment of a collegiate atmosphere.5
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The Sisters of St. Joseph (CSJ) illustrate this pattern in the history of 
Catholic women’s colleges. They founded St. Joseph’s Academy, the first 
female academy in St. Paul, almost immediately upon their arrival in 1851. 
One of the first graduates of St. Joseph’s Academy to enter the Sisters of St. 
Joseph, Ellen Ireland (Sister Seraphine), would later found the College of 
St. Catherine.6 Just a few years prior to the 1905 opening of the College of 
St. Catherine, the first graduates of St. Mary’s School of Nursing received 
diplomas. The Sisters of St. Joseph had been operating St. Mary’s Hospital 
in Minneapolis since 1887. As the hospital expanded and nursing became 
increasingly technical and professional, the Sisters themselves could not 
meet St. Mary’s demand for nurses. Hence, they established a school of 
nursing at the hospital in the early 1900s. After a decade of collaborating 
with St. Mary’s in developing nursing education, the College of St. Cath-
erine established a full nursing degree program on its campus in the early 
1940s, leaving St. Mary’s providing only the clinical aspects of nursing 
education for students. In 1958 the two institutions separated again, and in 
1963 the Sisters replaced the Nursing School with St. Mary’s Junior College. 
St. Catherine’s and St. Mary’s eventually merged in 1986.

SISTERS: EDUCATORS AND LEADERS

Women’s colleges created spaces that allowed their students and faculty to 
develop their own intellectual and social identities as women, becoming 
islands of liberty in which women were, first and foremost, human beings.7 
However, when the first women’s colleges were founded in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries, they were faced with multiple mis-
sions and placed in a rather defensive position vis-à-vis social expectations 
and fears about female education. Not only did women’s colleges have to 
prove to society that women were capable of undertaking a rigorously in-
tellectual education, but they also had to show that such an education did 
not impair women’s health, make them less feminine, encourage sexual 
impropriety, or discourage women from becoming wives and mothers.8

The women religious who founded and operated Catholic women’s col-
leges have historically offered a “counter social model” of life for young 
women in a way that non-Catholic women’s colleges could not. Catholic 
women’s colleges, earlier than their secular counterparts, recognized that 
women could have vocations in life other than marriage and motherhood 
and that many women needed an education in order to become self-
supporting. Moreover, unlike some prominent non-Catholic women’s col-
leges, in Catholic institutions, the presidents, administrators, and faculty 
were almost entirely, if not exclusively, women.9

Earlier in the twentieth century, the Sisters in particular were exemplars of 
women living lives that were alternatives to the social roles of marriage and 
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motherhood and that challenged the social assumption that women were 
or should be dependent upon men.10 To establish, expand, fund, and main-
tain their institutions, the Sisters operated successfully in a male-dominated 
world. Indeed, their religious sisterhood empowered them to act in ways 
that were highly unusual for laywomen of their own times. Thus, the Sisters 
were inspiring examples of what women could be and do.

At Catholic women’s colleges, to an even greater extent than at secular 
women’s colleges, women’s leadership in all aspects of institutional life 
was particularly evident. At Catholic women’s colleges, Sisters established, 
operated, and staffed the institutions, subsidizing them with their own in-
tellectual and physical labor.11 In her analysis of religious sisterhoods and 
Catholic higher education, Mary Oates claims that, “in deliberately choos-
ing to live in large female communities, nuns were radically challenging the 
social prescription that women belonged in the home.”12

At the College of St. Catherine, St. Mary’s Hospital, and St. Mary’s School 
of Nursing, the Sisters of St. Joseph who served as administrators, faculty, 
and staff were influential role models for their students. They functioned 
in positions of power over men or in collaboration with them, including 
professionals (doctors, interns, and chaplains) and staff (orderlies, mainte-
nance men), positions rare for women during the first half, and even later 
decades, of the twentieth century. Hospital and Nursing School administra-
tors, like Presidents of the College, also had to be skilled at raising funds in 
the wider community, which meant seeking financial support from male 
business owners and philanthropists.13

ROOTS AND FOUNDERS: 
THE SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH AND THE IRELANDS

The Sisters of St. Joseph began their charitable and educational work in 
1650 in LePuy, France. Dedicating themselves to combating poverty and 
ignorance, they established orphanages, hospitals, free and tuition schools, 
and hospices for the aged. By the time of the French Revolution, the Sis-
ters had developed over 150 communities across France. The Revolution 
(1789–1794) brought the virtual dissolution of the congregation, as the 
zeal of the revolutionaries to create a completely secular state led to the 
widespread oppression of the clergy and Catholic religious communities. 
During the Revolution, the Sisters were scattered and persecuted. French 
authorities imprisoned many and executed five of the Sisters. One Sister 
who narrowly escaped the guillotine, Mother St. John Fontbonne, lived to 
rebuild the congregation based in Lyons. By the time of her death in 1843, 
the Sisters of St. Joseph had 244 houses and 3,000 members.14

In 1836, under Mother St. John Fontbonne’s leadership, the congrega-
tion’s first mission outside France was sent to North America, to a French 
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settlement, Carondelet, on the Mississippi River near St. Louis. In 1851, 
Bishop Joseph Cretin of Minnesota Territory invited the Sisters of St. Joseph 
to journey up the Mississippi to teach immigrant and American Indian 
children in St. Paul. Four Sisters arrived that same year and settled in a 
small shanty on the riverbank. In a nearby log cabin that was the frontier 
town’s first and only Catholic church, the Sisters immediately established 
St. Joseph’s Academy for girls, the first female academy in the region. The 
log cabin church also served as a hospital where the Sisters treated victims 
of the 1853 cholera epidemic.15

By 1901, when the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet celebrated their 
50th Jubilee, they had founded and were operating two hospitals, two nurs-
ing schools, two girls’ academies, a conservatory for art and music, several 
orphanages, and numerous parish schools in the Twin Cities of Minneapo-
lis and St. Paul, as well as in rural areas of Minnesota and the Dakotas.16 The 
first graduates of St. Mary’s School of Nursing in Minneapolis matriculated 
in 1903.17 Archbishop John Ireland and his sister, Sister Seraphine Ireland, 
the Provincial Superior of the Sisters of St. Joseph since 1884, worked 
closely together on all of the Sisters’ endeavors.18

John Ireland was one of the influential leaders of a movement among 
American Catholics in the late nineteenth century seeking to “American-
ize” the Church in order to remove the stigma attached to Catholics as im-
migrants and second-class citizens in a predominantly Protestant nation. 
One important aspect of the Americanization movement was the effort to 
make all levels of the Catholic educational system the equal of secular and 
Protestant institutions.19

Archbishop Ireland was particularly anxious that Catholic women have 
access to the higher education they needed to answer the new demands of 
American womanhood that were apparent by 1900. He saw his own sister, 
Mother Seraphine, and her Sisters of St. Joseph of St. Paul as the valuable 
vanguard who would realize his goals for the higher education of Catholic 
women in the Northwest.20 In his 1901 address to the Sisters of St. Joseph on 
the occasion of their 50th Jubilee, Ireland expressed his desire to see Catholic 
women educated to become effective and capable American citizens:

Your special province is the training of womanhood. In this new world of ours, 
there is in a true and honorable sense of the word, the new woman. Beyond 
a doubt, the sphere of woman’s activities has widened; women’s influence 
reaches much farther than ever before: and for such new conditions she must 
be prepared by an intellectual training higher and more thorough than has 
heretofore been necessary. . . . I am a firm believer in the higher education of 
women: I covet for the daughters of the people, . . . the opportunities of receiv-
ing under the protecting hand of religion the fullest intellectual equipment of 
which woman is capable.21
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Archbishop John Ireland, early advocate for women’s 
education and sponsor of the College. Photo courtesy 
of St. Catherine University. 

The Sisters of St. Joseph had planned to open their college in the 1890s, 
but the severe financial panic of 1893 and the subsequent recession cre-
ated financial difficulties that delayed their plans. Eventually the economic 
situation improved, and in 1900 the Archbishop spurred a renewal of the 
effort by giving the Sisters the royalties from his newest book, which they 
peddled on the streets to raise $60,000. In addition, Archbishop Ireland 
persuaded a local Catholic farmer, Hugh Derham, to donate $25,000 to the 
Sisters’ college fund. In 1903 the Sisters broke ground for the College of St. 
Catherine’s first building, Derham Hall. The first students came in January 
1905, just weeks after the first Sisters arrived in a snowstorm to prepare the 
new building for occupants.22
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Sister Seraphine Ireland, founder of the College 
of St. Catherine. Photo courtesy of St. Catherine 
University.

The Irelands were extravagantly visionary in establishing the College of 
St. Catherine in 1905, for at the time none of the Sisters of St. Joseph had a 
bachelor of arts degree.23 Among the 27 Sisters who transferred from St. Jo-
seph’s Academy to Derham Hall, however, there was a cadre of exceptional 
and experienced teachers who would form the nucleus of the College’s first 
faculty.24 Although they lacked the requisite credentials for college teaching, 
according to Sister Teresa Toomey, “they were well equipped in learning, 
in appreciation of art and music, in enthusiasm for literature, classical and 
modern, and in an understanding of the demands of scholarship.”25

Moreover, the Sisters acted quickly to educate themselves further and to 
earn their degrees. The College developed and prospered in direct propor-
tion to the cultivation of the Sisters of St. Joseph who served as its faculty. 
In the year before the College opened, Mother Seraphine sent Sister Hya-
cinth Werden, a German teacher and the first superior of the College, and 
Sister Bridget Bohan, the music teacher, on a wide-ranging tour of Europe 
to study its systems of higher education and to visit its great cultural and 
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historic sites.26 Most of the Sisters took correspondence courses and at-
tended summer school courses to work toward degrees. In the summer 
of 1905 the Sisters who taught history, English, math, and science left to 
obtain bachelor’s degrees, two at Harvard University and two at the Univer-
sity of Chicago.27 Sister Antonia McHugh, the history teacher, was allowed 
several leaves of absence from teaching to complete two bachelor’s degrees 
by 1908 in education and philosophy, and by 1909 a master’s degree in 
philosophy. By 1913, two Sisters teaching at the College had bachelor’s 
degrees and three had master’s degrees.28 After 1913, the challenge of con-
tinuing to build a qualified faculty from the ranks of the Sisters would fall 
to Sister Antonia as Dean, and later President, of the College. In later years, 
Sister Antonia would argue successfully, as she sought accreditation and a 
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa for St. Catherine’s, that her faculty of Sisters was 
the College’s endowment.29

The Sisters operated a preparatory program and the early college pro-
gram side-by-side in Derham Hall. In 1905–1906, its first year, the College 
of St. Catherine had seven students and attracted between five and nine 
students each year between 1906 and 1910. Until 1911, the Sisters offered 
no courses for juniors and seniors, so students who wanted to finish their 
degrees went on to the University of Minnesota. In 1909, the first student 
enrolled who would complete all four years of the bachelor’s degree at St. 
Catherine’s. The College found it very difficult to retain students in the years 
before 1911; in its first six years, only seven of 43 students stayed to begin 
their sophomore year and none of those seven returned as juniors.30 The 
tide turned in 1911–1912, when an unprecedented 19 students enrolled, 
starting a dramatic upward trend that was not reversed. By 1914–1915, the 
College had 51 students, by 1916–1917 it had 116, and by 1919–1920 
there were 238 enrolled. A decade later, 404 women attended the College 
and throughout the 1930s, despite the Depression, enrollment continued 
to rise; by 1934–1935 there were 573 students.31

The Irelands, Mother Seraphine and Archbishop John, were 62 and 66 
years of age, respectively, when the College of St. Catherine opened its 
doors. They were the founders of an institution that they saw as the crown-
ing and appropriate achievement of over a half-century of work by the 
Sisters of St. Joseph of St. Paul. However, it would be the next generation 
of Sisters, under the remarkable acumen and leadership of Sister Antonia 
McHugh, who would actually create the College that the Irelands had first 
envisioned in the 1880s. Indeed, perhaps the Archbishop’s greatest legacy 
to the College, having provided it with the necessary financial foundation, 
was to single out Sister Antonia McHugh as especially talented and to rec-
ommend her to Mother Seraphine as the Sister he thought most capable of 
leading St. Catherine’s into the new century.
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Students with Dolly, the campus horse, 1914. Photo courtesy of St. Catherine University.

SISTER ANTONIA: CONVERTING VISION INTO REALITY

It may be impossible to overstate the significance of Sister Antonia 
McHugh’s vision, leadership, and influence upon the development of the 
College of St. Catherine. Among the Sisters of St. Joseph, it was Sister An-
tonia who determined what the College should be and how to make that 
vision a reality. It was Sister Antonia, in turn, who chose and cultivated 
other Sisters who shared her vision and subscribed to the College ethos 
she created, and who in subsequent generations would carry the work for-
ward. Many Sisters made essential and lasting contributions to the College 
of St. Catherine in the first decades of its existence. However, it was Sister 
Antonia McHugh, more than any other person, who was responsible for 
establishing a sound financial base for the College, building its community 
of scholars, refining and expanding its curriculum, and constructing most 
of its buildings, all of which were essential to the creation of a nationally 
recognized liberal arts institution. In 1937, her remarkable achievements 
culminated in the endowment for the College of a chapter of the nation’s 
oldest and most prestigious honor society, Phi Beta Kappa.32 Notably, the 
College of St. Catherine was the first Catholic college in the United States 
deemed worthy of this honor by the Phi Beta Kappa Society. Key to gaining 
the Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was the Society’s assessment of the 
College’s faculty, which it described as:
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Sister Antonia McHugh, Dean and President of the 
College, 1913–1937. Photo courtesy of St. Catherine 
University.

Young, capable and well qualified. It is the committee’s strong conviction that 
the College of St. Catherine has an alert, well trained, scholarly, interested and 
deeply intellectual group of administrators and teachers.33

It should not be forgotten, however, that Sister Antonia’s leadership and 
vision, to the extent that they changed the lives of her sister religious, also 
created tensions within the Sisters of St. Joseph community. Committed to 
building a faculty and college on the model of the University of Chicago, 
Sister Antonia sent Sisters off to earn degrees at prestigious secular and even 
Protestant universities all over the world. She also required Sisters to travel 
to Europe and New York City as part of their educations.34 When Sister An-
tonia became Dean of the College in 1914, only three of the Sisters teaching 
at the College had master’s degrees. Under her leadership as dean, and later 
president, the Sisters obtained master’s and doctorate degrees at a break-
neck pace: by 1936, an additional 25 advanced degrees had been earned. 
In addition, at least 13 Sisters had had the opportunity to travel abroad.35

Education and cultural activities beyond the convent walls, especially 
travel and study far from St. Paul, did not sit well with all the Sisters, 
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especially those of the older generation. As Sister Helen Angela Hurley ex-
plained in her history of the Sisters of St. Joseph of St. Paul:

Going outside the convent for higher education was a distinct departure from 
custom. Yet each of the sisters thus developed a stronger individuality and as-
surance about the proper way to conduct activities in her field. Sister Antonia 
was regarded as aggressive and domineering, but she differed from her com-
panions in degree rather than kind. None of them contemplated any departure 
from either the letter or spirit of their religious profession. They felt that they 
were merely carrying out the prescriptions of the Third Plenary council of 
Baltimore, which insisted that Catholic schools should be at least as good as 
public schools of a similar grade. The pronouncements and the ideas of Pope 
Leo XIII on the subject they had heard many times from Archbishop Ireland.36

Sister Teresa Toomey, a historian who began teaching at St. Catherine’s in 
1918, says Sister Antonia’s superiors in the community often got in her way 
as she acted to implement her vision as Dean of the College. Significantly, 
Sister Antonia would not be named President of the College until 1929 and 
never held any office in the Sisters of St. Joseph community higher than 
superior to the Sisters of the College (1931 to 1937).37 Thus, during most 
of the years she labored to build the College, Sister Antonia contended 
with authority figures in the community who were not always supportive 
of her plans. In 1958, Toomey, in reflecting upon the College’s early years, 
provided the following assessment of the situation:

Sister Antonia’s labors were made the heavier, but unintentionally so, by some 
who were above her office in the community, and who withheld from her 
that degree of authority within her assigned area of action which she deemed 
indispensable for success. In her mind, since she had been given a work to do 
for God, it could not have been intended that she fail therein, and fail she cer-
tainly would not. She took a broad interpretation of the powers inherent in the 
mandate given her to run the college, and with unflinching courage returned 
again and again to the charge in behalf of all the demands she kept making 
for the progress of St. Catherine’s. Often it seemed that it was easier for her to 
go to New York and secure a substantial grant of money for the college than to 
win a point concerning the study or travel of the sisters.38

Even Mother Seraphine, Provincial Superior until 1921 and founder of 
the College, was at times taken aback by the changes in the lives of the Sis-
ters wrought by Sister Antonia’s leadership. According to Hurley, “Mother 
Seraphine gasped at some of the developments under Sister Antonia, not 
in disapproval, but as a sort of reminder to the community that all of them 
were not acts of God and the letter of the law was still in force.”39 Sister 
Antonia was apparently too progressive and liberal for some in the com-
munity; it was she whom Sisters sought out for support in undertaking 
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unusual opportunities that required waivers from “religious restrictions.”40 
Always convinced that her way was the best way, and apparently frequently 
dismissive of those who dared to disagree, she made “more than a few en-
emies” during her years as dean and president.41 According to Hurley, if a 
Sister questioned Sister Antonia’s plan to send her to a secular institution to 
earn an advanced degree, “she was apt to have a new address by the fall.”42 
Those who challenged her ideas or did not meet with her approval in some 
way were dismissed as “jackasses” or “babies,” and told their claims were 
“nonsense.”43

In her unwavering determination and effort to build a community of 
scholars of the highest caliber, Sister Antonia McHugh was seen by some as 
ruthless and insensitive to the personal needs of some Sisters. Driven by a 
desire for excellence as well as a virtual obsession with achieving the best 
possible credentials for the College, and disappointed that she herself had 
been unable to earn a doctorate degree, Sister Antonia drove her Sisters to 
quickly obtain advanced degrees with little reference to individual needs 
or wishes.44 Sacrificed for the greater good of the College, some bore scars.

What enabled Sister Antonia to be as successful as she was, despite ob-
stacles within the CSJ community, was the support of Archbishop Ireland. 
Sister Antonia was his protégé. It was he who had singled her out as one 
of a small group of young teachers who should be sent to Harvard and the 
University of Chicago for bachelor’s degrees. It was the Archbishop who 
had “insisted” to his sister, Mother Seraphine, that Sister Antonia be named 
Dean of the College. Sister Antonia’s intelligence, frankness, and self-
confidence had brought her to the Archbishop’s attention. Later in her life, 
Sister Antonia would recall: “The Archbishop liked me. I would talk to him. 
He knew I wasn’t afraid of him.”45 Until his death in 1918, the Archbishop, 
a frequent visitor to the College, offered unflagging support for Sister An-
tonia’s efforts on behalf of the College. According to Sister Helen Angela 
Hurley, “publicly and privately he encouraged Sister Antonia, and he kept 
his eyes open to see that she was not being hampered in her plans.”46 Thus, 
the Archbishop exercised his considerable influence with Mother Seraphine 
and the Sisters of St. Joseph on her behalf.47

Anna McHugh first encountered the Sisters of St. Joseph in 1885 at the 
age of 12, when she traveled from her home in North Dakota to attend St. 
Joseph’s Academy for girls in St. Paul. Anna spent only a year in St. Paul and 
then, because it was closer to her home, transferred to St. Mary’s Academy 
in Winnipeg, Canada, run by the Sisters of the Holy Name, also known as 
the Gray Nuns. Unexpectedly and to the particular dismay of her father, 
Anna decided after her academy education that she wanted to become a 
Gray Nun herself. Her father insisted she delay entering the convent for 
a year, during which time he presumably hoped Anna would reconsider. 
However, Anna remained determined. Upon learning that the Gray Nuns 
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required a steep dowry to enter their order, she entered the Sisters of St. Jo-
seph novitiate instead in 1890, at 17 years of age. Anna was better educated 
than most of the other young women who entered the novitiate in St. Paul 
that year, and was quickly put to work teaching both the other novices and 
the St. Joseph academy students. She took the name Antonia and made her 
permanent vows in 1898.48

In addition to her convent education, Anna’s parents and her experiences 
growing up on the North Dakota frontier were significant in forming her 
character and vision. Her father, Patrick McHugh, was a prominent busi-
nessman and politician who took Anna with him to political conventions 
and on business trips in between her terms at boarding school. In the year 
before Anna entered the novitiate, Patrick and Anna traveled through Yel-
lowstone Park and attended the North Dakota constitutional convention. 
As Karen Kennelly explains:

Childhood experiences in the Dakotas, in the 1870s and 1880s taught Anna 
to confront all manner of people and situations with curiosity rather than fear 
and to associate the idea of education with people, travel, and events, as much 
as with book learning and schools. She came also to conceive of women’s work 
in an expansive way, not just in the religious precepts taught by her grand-
mother and mother but in their personal examples of courage and generosity.49

In 1904 Sister Antonia McHugh was among the first group of Sisters who 
left St. Joseph’s Academy and moved to Derham Hall, the nucleus of the 
College of St. Catherine. There she met a demanding routine of teaching, 
cleaning, housekeeping, supervising resident students, and attending daily 
prayers. As a teacher of history, Sister Antonia was both loved and feared, 
but always respected. An alumna from the earliest years at the College re-
membered that Sister Antonia

knew everything about us, every thought, every idle dream, every latent possibil-
ity. . . . It was plain that she would tolerate no indirectness, superficiality, bad 
manners, slovenly thinking, sham or nonsense in any shape or form. . . . She 
respected us too much to accept from us a standard lower than the highest.50

Sister Helen Angela Hurley describes Sister Antonia’s significant impact 
on her students as a teacher in the years before she became Dean of the 
College in 1914:

She was just a teacher, not an official for the first ten years after Derham Hall 
opened, but no girl ever took her lightly. “Energize yourself,” she would pro-
nounce and they moved. There was an endless calendar of her oft-repeated dicta. 
. . . “It’s terrible to have a stagnant mind,” “self-pity is a destructive force,” “fill 
your minds with great things and there will be no trivialities,” and “she who 
would be a woman must avoid mediocrity.” . . . Room 12 was Sister Antonia’s 
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classroom and the place whence apples and advice were dealt out with an im-
partial hand to the starved and the maladjusted. . . . It was always the hub of the 
universe to the students, even though not officially so designated.51

As dean, Sister Antonia commanded even more respect from students 
and novices. Sister Marie Philip Haley recalled that when she first arrived at 
the College in 1917, Sister Antonia loomed very large:

I knew from the minute I set my foot here that she was the most important one 
on campus. She was the one I loved most, feared most, respected most, and 
she certainly was running things. There was no doubt about who was running 
the students.52

Just as Sister Antonia took her students seriously as scholars, she devoted 
her free time to furthering her own scholarship, attending summer school 
and taking correspondence courses during the school year from the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Finally allowed a leave of absence to attend the University 
during regular sessions, she completed a bachelor’s degree in philosophy 
and education by 1908 and a master’s degree in history by 1909.53

The University of Chicago provided Sister Antonia not only with an edu-
cation, but also with important friends and mentors from among its faculty 
and administrators. One of these, Dr. George Edgar Vincent, the Dean of 
the Faculty, would prove to be a useful and influential ally as she struggled 
to build St. Catherine’s. Vincent became president of the University of 
Minnesota in 1911 and was close enough for the next five years to act as a 
frequent consultant.54 Sister Antonia later recalled:

During his administration, from 1911 to 1916, St. Catherine’s was in the haz-
ardous days of its beginnings, and it was Dr. Vincent, more than anyone else, 
who helped make it secure. With his characteristic generosity and splendid 
spirit of service, he made clear to me what to do, how to organize, and how 
to bring about the improvements that made the accrediting of the college pos-
sible.55

Dr. Vincent left the University of Minnesota in 1917 and, serendipi-
tously for Sister Antonia, became the head of the Rockefeller Foundation’s 
General Education Fund. She applied to the Foundation in 1918 for funds 
and largely credited Vincent for the $100,000 grant she obtained for the 
College.56

At Chicago, Sister Antonia also developed close ties with Dr. James Angell, 
her professor of psychology, and Dr. William Rainey Harper, the president 
of the University. Attending Harper’s convocations at Chicago, Sister Anto-
nia said, gave her a “burning desire to have some part, however small, in 
the work in education in the Northwest.”57 Sister Antonia adopted Harper’s 
idea that a university should be a community of scholars and, after becom-
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ing dean in 1914, she was determined to implement his model at St. Cath-
erine’s. Angell would prove an essential ally; when he later served as a board 
member of both the Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations, Sister Antonia 
applied to both for funding for the College. In 1926, under Angell’s auspices, 
the Carnegie Foundation gave the College a five-year grant totaling $40,000. 
In the late 1920s, the Rockefeller Foundation granted St. Catherine’s an ad-
ditional $400,000 to build a science building and health center (Mendel and 
Fontbonne Halls).58 Another former teacher and friend from the University 
of Chicago, Professor Charles Judd, helped Sister Antonia present a success-
ful case for accreditation of the College. At the meeting of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Universities in 1916, their novel argument was 
that the Sisters, as faculty, constituted the equivalent of a cash endowment.59

Sister Antonia concerned herself with all facets of the College’s develop-
ment; in addition to ordering the curriculum and raising funds, she oversaw 
construction of six buildings, the landscaping of the campus, the recruiting of 
students, advertising, and obtaining accreditation. Most importantly, she knew 
that the development of her faculty was key to creating the fine liberal arts col-
lege she envisioned. Consequently, Sister Antonia set her sights on building 
a community of scholars on the Chicago model and achieving accreditation 
for the College as quickly as possible. These dual goals meant the continued, 
swift cultivation of her faculty of Sisters. St. Catherine’s was not unusual in its 
drive to rapidly develop its faculty; this was the norm for all Catholic women’s 
colleges in the first half of the twentieth century. According to Karen Kennelly, 
because congregations wanted to teach students themselves rather than hire 
lay faculty, women religious “were soon greatly exceeding the rate of earning 
of advanced degrees by lay women in the United States and Europe.”60

Sister Agnes Rita Lingl, who earned a doctorate in German from the 
University of Munich in 1933, remembered that Sister Antonia’s insistence 
that the Sisters obtain degrees from the most prominent universities was 
controversial among Catholics:

To the horror of some people, sometimes bishops, she sent the sisters out to 
many non-Catholic or rather secular universities. . . . She saw to it that the sis-
ters got to Chicago, Columbia, to other secular institutions. . . . When we went 
to the secular institutions at that time, the sisters from other communities were 
all being sent to the Catholic University or Notre Dame.61

Despite Sister Rita’s recollection, other Catholic women’s colleges in the 
United States did send their sisters for graduate educations at non-Catholic 
universities, mainly because few Catholic universities offered advanced 
degrees in the fields needed by the women religious running colleges.62 
Moreover, Sister Antonia shared Archbishop Ireland’s insistence that the 
credentials of faculty teaching at all levels of Catholic education be compa-
rable to that of faculty at secular and Protestant institutions.63
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Derham Hall, 1910, the College’s first building. Photo courtesy of St. Catherine University.

Sister Antonia’s grueling program of faculty development required that 
Sisters obtain doctorates before the age of 35. Sisters teaching in the pre-
paratory program who did not have bachelor’s degrees were required to 
take college courses on Saturdays and during the summer. These younger 
sisters were sent on trips to learn how to travel and attended local cultural 
events and institutions as part of their educations as well. Once a Sister 
obtained her bachelor’s degree, she was immediately sent off to earn a 
master’s degree or doctorate at a prestigious institution in the United States 
or Europe.64 Sister Helen Angela Hurley described the swift pace of faculty 
development under Sister Antonia’s leadership:

With factory-like speed Sisters were hurried through college and shipped away 
for graduate work. College and high school graduates began entering the 
novitiate. The instant they were released from the religious training required 
of them by Canon Law, Sister Antonia insisted on taking them over. . . . The 
young sisters grasped the intellectual challenge and pleasure which foot-loose 
travel and study, the necessary concomitants of Sister Antonia’s ideas in educa-
tion, brought them. Not a few scars must be attributed to the reckless distribu-
tion of opportunities.65
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Sister Antonia’s plans for faculty improvement suffered a temporary 
setback in 1920–1921, when five of the Sisters who had earned advanced 
degrees, apparently rankled by her leadership, requested and obtained 
assignments at other institutions. Sister Maris Stella Smith, who was a 
student at the time, recalled her impression of why the five Sisters left 
the College:

I was here for a year with Sister Clara as principal of Derham Hall High 
School. Sister Clara wasn’t here when I was a Senior. I think she went to St. 
Margaret’s or some place; I suppose she got a mission. I think perhaps there 
was an element of Sister Clara and Sister Antonia not seeing eye-to-eye. 
. . . Sister Clara was more conventional. Sister Mary John and Sister Eva 
were also more of the conventional school, and they dropped out some-
where when I was in the novitiate. They were, I think you might call them 
casualties.66

Sister Antonia’s response to the loss was to immediately enact an even 
more ambitious plan to prepare faculty for the College. She quickly se-
lected the most promising young Sisters from the novitiate, including 
Sisters Maris Stella Smith, Teresa Joseph Griswold, Helen Margaret Peck, 
Antonius Kennelly, Agnes Rita Lingl, Jeanne D’Arc Hurley, and Cecilia 
Manion, to pursue advanced studies. Sister Antonia also acted to free 
some of the College’s faculty for a term, summer, or year to pursue further 
graduate studies. She made it possible for several of the Sisters to travel 
and study abroad over the next 10 years. Finally, to ensure the College 
would not lose ground, she employed highly competent instructors from 
nearby institutions, including the University of Minnesota, as substitutes 
for these Sisters.67

Under Sister Antonia’s program of faculty development, the Sisters of 
St. Joseph at the College of St. Catherine rapidly accumulated advanced 
degrees at prestigious institutions, including the University of Munich, 
Columbia University, and the University of Louvain in Belgium, as well as 
the universities of Chicago, Minnesota, Michigan, and Catholic University. 
Two other Sisters received master’s degrees from Oxford University.68 Other 
Sisters spent several years traveling and studying in Europe. In the early 
1920s, Sister Anna Goulet and Sister Cecilia Manion went to Paris to study 
music under the composer Marcel Dupre. Sister Eleanor Michel studied 
art history at the University of Madrid for a year and continued her stud-
ies in Florence, Paris, and Havana, Cuba.69 By 1933, the College’s faculty 
included 47 Sisters of St. Joseph and 19 laywomen. About two-thirds of 
the Sisters held advanced degrees from a variety of American and European 
universities. In contrast, most of the lay female faculty held degrees from 
regional institutions.70
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In addition to cultivating the faculty, Sister Antonia’s objectives for the 
College included building a financial endowment, raising the funds neces-
sary to erect new buildings, maintaining an adequate library, and achiev-
ing national recognition for the scholastic achievements of the College.71 
During her tenure as dean and then president, she successfully solicited 
funds from both the Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations that totaled 
$540,000. In addition, the Archdiocese of St. Paul gave the College a grant 
of $200,000 out of the Archbishop Ireland Educational Fund in 1921; it 
was the last time in the College’s history that the Archdiocese would pro-
vide St. Catherine’s with financial support. In response to a stipulation of 
the Rockefeller grant, Sister Antonia also organized the College’s first Board 
of Trustees in 1920.72

Successful fundraising allowed Sister Antonia to pursue an ambitious 
plan for constructing new buildings and landscaping the College cam-
pus. As the newly appointed dean in 1914, she oversaw the construction 
already under way of Whitby Hall. Between 1921 and 1932 she built 
Caecilian, Mendel, and Fontbonne Halls and Our Lady of Victory Chapel. 
Funding from the Carnegie Foundation allowed Sister Antonia to expand 
the library’s holdings from 12,000 books in 1916 to 50,000 volumes by 
1937.73

Library in Derham Hall, 1914. Photo courtesy of St. Catherine University. 
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National recognition of the College of St. Catherine resulted from Sister 
Antonia’s leadership and the scholarly achievements of her faculty Sisters. 
Having achieved regional accreditation in 1916, Sister Antonia immedi-
ately turned to the National Association of American Universities, receiving 
its stamp of approval in 1917. By 1924, she had successfully won for the 
College membership in the Association of American University Women.74 
Sister Antonia herself served as president of the Minnesota Association of 
Colleges and as chair of the National Catholic Educational Association 
Conference of Colleges for Women; she also held executive positions in the 
American Association of Colleges and participated in a White House con-
ference on Child Health and Protection in 1930. Sister Antonia received pa-
pal honors in 1931, an honorary degree from the University of Minnesota 
in 1936, and a Distinguished Alumni award from the University of Chicago 
in 1937.75 However, her greatest triumph and the crowning achievement of 
her administrative career was securing a chapter of the nation’s oldest and 
most prestigious academic honor society, Phi Beta Kappa, for the College.

Sister Antonia had been dogged in her pursuit of Phi Beta Kappa mem-
bership. She first applied for a chapter of the Society in 1921, but was 
forced to abandon the effort due to a lack of support from administrators of 
liberal arts institutions that were already members of Phi Beta Kappa.76 Ac-
cording to Sister Rosalie Ryan, there were subsequent unsuccessful attempts 
to secure a chapter as well. At one point, Sister Antonia was told that the 
College’s library holdings were insufficient and the French Department was 
too weak. Sister Antonia’s response to such rejections was to right whatever 
the review committee found wrong with the College and to try again.77 De-
spite persistent obstacles, Sister Antonia was resolute in her determination 
to gain Phi Beta Kappa’s imprimatur for the College. As Charles Buzicky 
explains, “The achievement of a Phi Beta Kappa chapter became an obses-
sion with her; it was the measuring stick of her success as an educator.”78

The final application to the Society began in 1933, when Sister Antonia 
asked Sister Jeanne Marie Bonnett, who had earned a doctorate in psychol-
ogy from the University of Louvain, to steer the College through the review 
process. Sister Jeanne Marie wrote a 138-page report highlighting the Col-
lege’s qualifications as a liberal arts institution with a highly accomplished, 
committed faculty. To ensure that St. Catherine’s would receive a site visit, 
Sister Jeanne Marie traveled to New York to meet with the Society’s presi-
dent, “to refute rumors that Catholic colleges curtailed academic freedom 
or suffered from ‘in-breeding’ of faculty.” The Society conducted a site visit 
of St. Catherine’s in December 1936. Early in 1937, the Society voted to 
grant the College membership.79 For many years, St. Catherine’s would re-
main the only Catholic college in the nation with a Phi Beta Kappa chapter, 
a stunning achievement for a young, small, Catholic women’s college in the 
Upper Midwest.
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It is difficult to exaggerate the import of Sister Antonia McHugh’s influ-
ence and leadership in the history of the College of St. Catherine. Sister 
Antonia’s expansive vision, heroic efforts, remarkable achievements, and 
devotion to mission constitute her continuing legacy to the College. In-
deed, she is still with us at the College in many symbolic ways, such as 
the Antonian Scholars Program and the Mother Antonia McHugh Award. 
Moreover, Antonia lore (some of which, as with all legends, is not accurate) 
still abounds. Certainly the essential matter of her legacy remains: the con-
viction that the liberal arts and sciences should be the core, if not the entire 
substance, of a woman’s college education. But she was not a saint, nor 
was her leadership always easy for others to bear: “her yoke was not always 
sweet or her burden light.”80 Sister Antonia’s relentless pursuit of excellence 
brought change, wrought “gasps” from her superiors, and flung some of her 
Sisters aside, yet it also created a Catholic college for women of the highest 
caliber, one on par with the best secular institutions of its time. The genius 
behind her leadership was her ability to envision the future and to act as if 
it were already accomplished, which somehow, in the end, made it so. Like 
the Irelands before her, she too was extravagantly visionary. In 1936, the 
College’s student fine arts publication, Ariston, explained Sister Antonia’s 
talent for effecting change:

But always to her St. Catherine’s had been a great college, even when it was 
only a dream. Never just a building on a hill, it was a growing family of build-
ings: Caecilian, Mendel, the Health Center, the Chapel. All these she planned, 
built and peopled in her mind long before the architects were ever summoned. 
The pews of Our Lady of Victory Chapel were filled with girls in caps and 
gowns when the old chapel on Fourth Derham was still adequate to the Col-
lege needs. It is that vision for the future, that aspiration for excellence and 
the creative power to convert vision into reality that has distinguished Mother 
Antonia’s work in the entire field of education.81
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